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Coherent ion dip spectroscopy ~CIS! provides high sensitivity and high resolution for the
investigation of vibrational overtones in molecular electronic ground states. For a special time
sequence of two coherent narrow-band Fourier transform limited nanosecond UV light pulses, with
a modest delay of the pump pulse of 6.4 ns, a complete blocking of the population transfer to the
upper state is achieved in the lambda-type three-level system ion dip experiment. This leads to ion
dips with a depth as large as 95% and each dip represents an individual rovibronic transition. In this
work, CIS is applied for the first time to a weakly bound van der Waals complex, benzene–Ar. We
are able to observe six new van der Waals vibrational states up to an excess energy of 130 cm21. The
assignments are made by comparison with recent S 1 excited state data of benzene–Ar and
p-difluorobenzene–Ar and by analysis of the positions and intensities of the observed individual
rotational lines. The frequency positions of the intermolecular vibrational states display a regular
pattern up to 130 cm21. © 1995 American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most of the information on van der Waals complexes of
aromatic molecules originates from the first ~S 1! electronic
state rather than from ground ~S 0! state spectroscopy. In the
UV spectral region, a variety of experimental techniques has
been developed particularly suitable for the investigation of
weakly bound complexes produced in a cold molecular beam
by detection of electronic transitions.1– 6 Among these,
Doppler-free techniques led to rotational resolution and thus
to the highest precision. In this way, not only the precise
structure of aromatic molecule complexes with one7–11 or
two12–15 noble gas atoms was found but also information
about the van der Waals potential through the detection of
van der Waals vibronic states.16,17
The experimental situation is in contrast to the present
status of the theoretical research. Ab initio calculations were
mainly performed for the electronic ground state since at
present there is no realistic possibility to include excited
electronic configurations. Though no large difference between ground and excited electronic state data of van der
Waals complexes is expected, precise experimental information on the energetic position and the rotational constants of
quantum states in the S 0 state van der Waals potential is
highly desirable. Up to now, direct excitation of van der
Waals states by far infrared techniques has been limited to
van der Waals complexes of smaller molecules.18 –20 For
complexes of aromatic molecules, UV techniques with the
possibility of mass-selective detection, such as stimulated
Raman spectroscopy21,22 and stimulated emission pumping
~SEP!,23,24 have been used for the investigation of intermolecular vibrational states. For the given sensitivity and the
limited spectral resolution of these techniques only the lowa!
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est van der Waals vibrational states have been detected in
most cases.
In this work, we apply the technique of coherent ion dip
spectroscopy ~CIS! which was recently developed in our
group25 to investigate vibrational overtones in the van der
Waals potential of the ground state ~S 0! benzene–Ar complex the geometry of which was determined earlier from rotationally resolved spectra in the UV10 and microwave spectral region.26,27 CIS is based on the coherent interaction of
two Fourier-transform limited narrow-band light pulses with
a three-level system consisting of a ground state S 0 rotational
level, a selected rovibronic excited state level, and a final
rovibrational level in the S 0 ground state of the molecule or
complex. This excitation scheme is formally equivalent to
that of a stimulated emission pumping ~SEP! experiment
leading to a decrease of population of the upper state ~populated by the pump laser! when the second ~dump! laser is in
resonance with the down transition. The population in the
upper level is often monitored by an ionization step from the
upper level to the ionization continuum. A decrease of upper
state population leads to a dip in the ion current ~ion dip
spectroscopy!28,29 when the dump laser is scanned in frequency. The main difference between a conventional ion dip
experiment and the new coherent ion dip spectroscopy is the
frequency width ~coherence length! of the laser pulses and
the different time sequence of the pump and the dump
pulses. The first CIS experiments on benzene with pulses of
100 MHz bandwidth ~FWHM! have shown that a population
of the upper state can be totally suppressed leading to nearly
100% ion dips.25 This was theoretically explained by a density matrix formalism considering the coupling of the three
levels by a coherent pulsed light field.25,30 Both the high
sensitivity and the high resolution of the CIS method leading
to resolved rotational states in benzene make it an excellent
tool for the sensitive detection of weak rotationally resolved
transitions to overtones of intermolecular vibrational states in
the electronic ~S 0! ground state of van der Waals complexes.
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We have performed CIS experiments on the prototype
van der Waals complex benzene–Ar (C 6 v ). In this complex,
there exist three van der Waals vibrations, two of which
~bending, b x,y ! are degenerate and of symmetry e 1 while the
third one ~stretching, s! is totally symmetric ~a 1!. The bending and stretching vibration can be excited in the S 1 state in
addition to the allowed perpendicular 610 transition. While the
stretching vibration of total symmetry ~a 1! forms progressions of the 610 transition, additional excitation of the degenerate bending vibration requires a second-order Herzberg–
Teller transition with a parallel band structure. As Van der
Avoird pointed out in recent work, the A 1 and the A 2 components of the 61b 1 state can couple leading to a distorted
rotational structure of the band which makes the analysis and
assignment a difficult task.31 The situation is much easier in
p-difluorobenzene–Ar ~pDFB–Ar! due to a lifting of the
degeneracy of the bending mode. In recent work, we measured the electronic S 1 ←S 0 origin11 and various van der
Waals bands up to 125 cm21 intermolecular energy in S 1
with rotational resolution.17 We presented an assignment of
the first short in-plane bending van der Waals vibration b y on
the basis of the analysis of its rotational structure. This is of
a type and differs from the parallel c-type structure of the
origin and the bands containing the excitation of totally symmetric stretching vibrations or even overtones of bending
vibrations. The a-type rotational structure proves a
Herzberg–Teller induction of the transition by the bending
b y vibration. It demonstrates the possibility of a Herzberg–
Teller induction by van der Waals vibrations which has been
theoretically proposed by Menapace et al.2 Recently, an explanation for the induction of an electronic transition by a
van der Waals mode based on mechanical effects was given
in Ref. 22. This model explains the intensity of the bending
vibration in benzene–Ar in a plausible way. Since the short
in-plane bending vibration b y of pDFB–Ar does not include
a motion of the F atoms in the vibrational mode, its frequency is expected to be close to the frequency of the degenerate bending mode of benzene–Ar and results obtained
for this mode in pDFB–Ar can be transferred to benzene–Ar.
In this work we present rotationally resolved CIS spectra
of various intermolecular states in the ground electronic (S 0 )
state of benzene–Ar. For the first time overtones up to an
excess energy of 130 cm21 are detected. An assignment is
found by comparison with recent S 1 data of pDFB–Ar and
benzene–Ar and by a rotational analysis. The states at lower
excess energy are compared with recent theoretical results of
ab initio calculations from the literature.31
II. THE PRINCIPLE OF COHERENT ION DIP
SPECTROSCOPY (CIS)
A. Analytical description

The excitation scheme of the three-level lambda-type
process is shown in Fig. 1. It includes a ~pump! laser frequency h n 1 in resonance with the transition from a ground
initial state u1& to an excited intermediate state u2& and a second ~dump! laser frequency n 2 in resonance with a transition
from the intermediate state down to a lower final state u3&.
This is formally identical to the excitation scheme in stimu-

FIG. 1. Excitation scheme for stimulated emission pumping ~SEP! and coherent ion dip spectroscopy ~CIS! of single rovibrational levels in the
ground S 0 and the excited S 1 electronic state of benzene–Ar. J and K are the
rotational quantum numbers and l describes the vibrational angular momentum of the degenerate 61 state with one quantum of the n6 vibration excited
in the S 1 electronic state. The terms pump ~h n 1! and dump ~h n 2! laser of an
SEP experiment are also used for the CIS experiment. Note the differing
time sequences of the pump and the dump pulses in the SEP and CIS
experiments as described in the text and shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

lated emission pumping ~SEP! experiments.32,33 The population of the intermediate state is measured as a function of the
dump laser frequency n 2 , e.g., by recording the ion current
produced by the absorption of a second photon of the dump
laser ~Fig. 1! ~ion dip spectroscopy28,29!. In this way, ground
state vibrational levels can be detected. In a conventional
SEP-ion dip process, a resonant dump transition leads to a
depopulation of the excited level and to a dip in the ion
current at the resonance frequency, the depth of which can be
50% at most when the dump transition is saturated.
When the three-level system is driven in a coherent manner a complete suppression of the population transfer to the
intermediate level can be achieved either by a complete
population transfer to the final state37–39 or a complete blocking of the population transfer.25 The latter led to nearly 100%
dips in the ion current in a CIS experiment. The following
conditions have to be fulfilled for this special population
dynamics: ~i! An effective three level system has to be realized consisting of selected pure rovibrational and rovibronic
states, respectively. For model systems of the size of
benzene–Ar this requires a spectral resolution which can be
achieved by pulsed amplification of a cw single mode dye
laser34 ~see below! in combination with the reduced rotational level density and the reduced Doppler width in a
skimmed cold supersonic beam. ~ii! Vanishing phase fluctuations of the pump and dump pulses are required as given for
nearly Fourier transform limited pulses. Laser intensities
must be sufficiently high, so that the Rabi frequencies of the
two transitions exceed the rate of the intramolecular or radiative relaxation processes. ~iii! In order to suppress any
population transfer to the intermediate upper state level u2&
~Fig. 1!, the coherent process requires a special time sequence of the two ns laser pulses with a leading edge of the
dump pulse. In addition to the exact numerical calculation of
the population dynamics in a density matrix approach presented below ~Sec. II B!, two limiting analytical descriptions,
i.e., a trapping process or level shifting by the dynamic Stark
effect may be considered.
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In an effective lambda-type three level scheme two rovibrational ground state levels u1& and u3& are coupled via two
resonant laser transitions with n 1 and n 2 to one upper ~rovibronic! level u2& ~Fig. 1!. This can lead to a trapping
process,35 i.e., the total system including molecular states
and the two light fields is in the ‘‘trapped state’’ which is a
linear superposition of the two levels u1& and u3&, without any
contribution from the upper level u2&. In the CIS process, the
system is instantaneously forced into the trapped state by a
special time sequence of the two laser pulses with a leading
edge of the dump pulse. There is only one additional condition, namely the adiabatic evolution of the system36 in order
to keep the system in the trapped state and thus suppressing
any population transfer to the intermediate state ~rovibronic
level u2&!. During the subsequent evolution, the relative contribution of the two ground state levels within the trapped
state is controlled by the relative value of the Rabi frequencies of the pump and the dump transitions. For practical reasons in CIS experiments, a maximum overlap of the dump
and pump pulses is necessary, in order to achieve a strong
and stable ion current by resonant (h n 1 1h n 2 )-absorption
when the dump laser frequency n 2 is off resonance ~Fig. 1!.
This pulse sequence yields a population dynamics25 which is
completely different from that of population transfer
experiments.37–39 As will be shown below by density matrix
calculations the maximum overlap results in a trapping of
population in the initial state u1& and no transfer to the final
state u3&. A population transfer to the final state is possible
with pulsed lasers as demonstrated in recent stimulated Raman adiabatic passage ~STIRAP! experiments with the diatomic molecule NO.39 The STIRAP technique requires a
different time sequence with a stronger delay of the pump
pulse from the dump pulse, a remaining small overlap of
both pulses and a dominating falling edge of the pump laser
at the end of the interaction time. In a similar manner effective population transfer to a final upper state was achieved in
ladder type systems.40,41
For the conditions of our experiment, i.e., a strong dump
laser and a relatively weak pump laser intensity the interruption of the resonant ionization path u1&→u2&→u continuum&
can be described in a different way, namely, by a dynamic
~AC! Stark shift of levels u2& and u3& in the strong resonant
~u2&↔u3&! dump field. The high Rabi frequency of the dump
laser leads to an AC Stark shift of level u2& which exceeds the
linewidth of the pump laser ~100 MHz!. Thus, the pump
transition u1&↔u2& is no longer in resonance and the ion current breaks down. Again, the leading edge of the dump laser
pulse is necessary to provide the shift of level u2& before the
pump laser interaction starts. However, within this picture as
an approximation for the limit of two laser pulses with
strongly differing intensity it is not necessary for the Rabi
frequency of the pump transition to exceed the rate of the
intramolecular or radiative relaxation process, and no adiabatic evolution of the system as in STIRAP experiments is
required.
Both analytical descriptions may be considered as limiting cases which may be chosen depending on the conditions
of a real experiment. The conditions of a CIS experiment
appear to be closer to the situation where the dynamic Stark
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FIG. 2. ~a! Time evolution of the Rabi frequencies V1 , V2 simulating the
typical time sequence of the dump and pump pulses in a CIS experiment. ~b!
Population of the levels u1&, u2&, and u3& ~see inset! as a function of time
numerically calculated from the density matrix equations in the rotating
wave approximation for the Rabi frequencies given in ~a!. A small amount
of transient population is transferred from level u1& to level u3& and then
transferred back to level u1&. No transient population in level u2& is found.

picture is more appropriate. However, rather than favoring
one model, we decided to solve the density matrix equations
numerically for an exact simulation of the population dynamics ~see below!.
B. Population dynamics

For simulation of the population dynamics in CIS experiments, we performed numerical calculations solving the
density matrix model equations42 for a three level system
with different Rabi frequencies for the pump and the dump
transition, assuming no phase fluctuations in the laser pulses
~i.e., Fourier transform limited laser pulses! and neglecting
the ionization step. In Figs. 2 and 3, the calculated results for
the population of the initial level u1&, the excited level u2& and
the final level u3& are shown for two different pulse delays as
a function of time. For illustration of the time delay, the
instantaneous Rabi frequencies V1 and V2 of the pump and
dump pulses, respectively, are depicted as a function of time
in Figs. 2~a! and 3~a!, respectively. The peak values used are
max
Vmax
1 51.3 GHz and V2 55.8 GHz.
For the pulse sequence of Fig. 2, the delay of the peak
maxima is 6.4 ns and corresponds to the experimental value
of the CIS experiment in this work. From Fig. 2~a!, it is
clearly seen that the leading edge of the dump pulse arises
first and thus one important condition for a coherent process
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level and consequently to ion dips with less than 100%
depth.
C. Experiment

FIG. 3. ~a! Time evolution of the Rabi frequencies V1 , V2 for a conventional SEP configuration with a delayed dump pulse. ~b! Population of the
levels u1&, u2&, and u3& as a function of time numerically calculated from the
density matrix equations in the rotating wave approximation for the Rabi
frequencies in ~a!. Complicated transient oscillations of the population of all
levels with a resulting population in the upper level u2& and incomplete
suppression of the ionization path is found leading to less deep ion dips.

leading to ionization suppression ~see above! is fulfilled. In
this case, a small part of the population of the ground state
level u1& is directly transferred to the final state u3& to be
subsequently transferred back to the initial state during the
pulse overlap without any noticeable population in the excited level u2& even though the pump laser frequency n 1 is in
resonance with the u2&←u1& transition. From the result in Fig.
2~b!, it is concluded that no population is monitored in the
excited level when the dump laser frequency n 2 is in resonance with the transition u2&→u3& from the excited to the final
level, thus leading to 100% ion dips. The depth of 95% observed in our experiments ~Fig. 5! is close to this ideal value.
In recent work, we were able to simulate the characteristic
line shape in CIS ~see, e.g., Fig. 5! using a density matrix
approach and taking into account a spatial Gaussian intensity
profile as well as the orientational distribution of the molecules ~m-quantum number!.30
For comparison, the population dynamics for the time
sequence of a conventional SEP experiment is shown in Fig.
3. An oscillation of the population of the levels u1&, u2&, and
u3& changing with the instantaneous Rabi frequencies can be
recognized. In contrast to the CIS process ~Fig. 2!, level u2& is
periodically populated. For a realistic experiment with spatial intensity distribution, Rabi oscillations with different frequencies overlap. This leads to an average population of this

The scheme of the experimental setup was shown in our
previous work.25 Briefly, the pump and dump laser pulses are
provided by two pulsed amplified cw lasers. The cw ring
laser ~Coherent 699/21! yielding the pump pulse is operated
at l5518 nm with coumarin 102 dye. It is pumped by the
multiline violet output of a Kr1 laser ~Coherent Innova 200!.
The cw light with a frequency width of 2 MHz is amplified
in a three-stage amplifier system34 yielding nearly Fourier
transform limited light pulses with a pulse energy of 400 mJ,
a width of 10 ns ~FWHM! and a frequency width of 100
MHz ~FWHM! after frequency doubling in a BBO crystal.
The cw ring laser providing the dump pulse is pumped by the
514.5 nm line of an Ar1 laser ~Spectra Physics 171! and
operated at l5534.9 nm with rhodamine 110 dye. The pulse
energy after amplification and frequency doubling in a KDP
crystal is 1 mJ for a pulse width of 20 ns ~FWHM! and a
frequency width of 60 MHz ~FWHM!. Both amplifier stages
are pumped by the 300 mJ pulses ~l5308 nm! of an excimer
laser ~Lambda Physik EMG 201 MSC!. Pump and dump
laser beams are focused down to 0.5 mm. The pump laser is
attenuated by a factor of 50 to avoid absorption of a second
photon from this laser resulting in an ionization of the molecule. The pump pulse is delayed by 6.4 ns from the dump
pulse by an optical delay line. Both counterpropagating narrow band light pulses interact with benzene–Ar in the center
of a cooled supersonic beam expanded from a reservoir with
1% benzene seeded in Ar at a backing pressure of 2 bar
through a nozzle with a 300 mm diameter orifice.43 A conical
skimmer reduces the residual Doppler width below the laser
linewidth. A delay of 6.4 ns of the pump laser pulse is
achieved by an optical delay line. The absorption of a second
dump laser photon from the excited 61 state results in an
ionization of the complex: For the moderate inverted ~compared to SEP! delay chosen in the CIS configuration sufficient intensity of the ~first! dump laser pulse is present when
the pump laser pulse arrives. In this way, the population in
the intermediate state is probed by the absorption of a dump
laser photon. The molecular ions are mass separated in a
time-of-flight mass spectrometer and detected with multichannel plates. The recorded spectra were not normalized to
the UV power of the lasers. There was no signal averaging
over several pulses. Scanning the pump laser for a fixed nonresonant frequency of the ~ionizing! dump laser and integrating the ion current at mass 118 u yields a rotationally resolved spectrum of the 610 band of benzene–Ar or of one of
the vdW vibronic bands ~Fig. 4, Ref. 44!. The pump laser
frequency is then kept constant on top of a single selected
rotational line while the dump laser frequency is scanned
around the expected transition down to a selected ~vdW! vibrational state in the S 0 electronic ground state leading to
rotationally resolved CIS spectra following the selection
rules described in Sec. III A. The relative frequency of the
dump laser is measured with a 150 MHz free spectral range
interferometer and the absolute frequency is calibrated by the
simultaneously measured fluorescence spectrum of I2 vapor.
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TABLE I. Hönl–London factorsa of perpendicular and parallel dump transitions.

a

Rotational state

J9

K9

Hönl–London factor

J 8 5K 8 54, l 86 5 21
perpendicular

5
5
4
3

5
3
3
3

2.0
0.04
0.4
1.56

J 8 5K 8 54, l 86 5 21
parallel

5
4

4
4

0.2
0.8

Calculated according to Ref. 55.

III. RESULTS
A. Symmetry and selection rules

For an analysis of observed down transitions it is necessary to discuss which transitions can be expected from symmetry selection rules. In harmonic approximation point
group C 6 v is adequate to derive the selection rules for vibronic transitions in benzene–Ar. For the assignment of the
CIS spectra presented below, we discuss the selection rules
for dump transitions to vdW rovibrational states starting
from the J 8 5K 8 54, l 86 5 21 rotational levels in the vdW
vibronic states 61, 61s 1, and 6 1 b 2 (l 8b 5 0) of symmetry
species E 1 that are excited by the pump laser. Here J and K
are the rotational quantum numbers of a symmetric top and s
and b denote the intermolecular stretching and bending
modes, respectively; the n6 vibrational angular momentum
with the quantum number l 6 causes a splitting of each rotational substate in the degenerate 61 and 62 ~see below! vibronic states due to Coriolis coupling;45 l b is the vibrational
angular momentum resulting from the degenerate vdW bending modes.
The dump laser frequency is in resonance with the
6 1 (J 8 5K 8 54,1l)→6 2 (J 9 5K 9 53) transition ~Fig. 1!
which is induced by vibronic interaction through the n6 skeletal mode. The threefold degenerate 62 ground state has symmetry A 1 1E 2 and is split in A 1 (l 96 50) and E 2 (l 96
562), respectively, with differing ~skeletal! vibrational
angular momentum.46 Both components are accessible by
perpendicular transitions from the S 1 rovibronic states given
above. The selection rules for the ~6l! label47 together with
DJ50, 61 und DK561 lead to four allowed transitions to
the J 9, K 9, l 96 5 (5,5, 2 2), ~5,3,0!, ~4,3,0!, and ~3,3,0!
states with the relative intensities given by the Hönl–London
factors of the individual transitions ~Table I!. These selection
rules are also valid for dump transitions to the 62s 1 ,
6 2 b 2 (l 9b 5 0), 62s 2 , 6 2 s 1 b 2 (l 9b 5 0), 62s 3 , and 6 2 b 4 (l 9b
5 0) vdW vibrational states.
A different situation has to be considered for transitions
to the sixfold degenerate 62b 1 , 62b 1 s 1 , or 62b 3 vdW vibrational states with B 1 1B 2 12E 1 symmetry. Transitions to
these states are not electronically symmetry allowed from the
upper 61, 61s 1, or 61b 2 states. However, the vibronic symmetry condition includes the possibility to reach the E 1 states
via parallel ~DK50! transitions. In this case, intensity is
induced by second-order Herzberg–Teller coupling via the
induced transition moment

FIG. 4. Upper trace: Low resolution vibrationally resolved vibronic spectrum of the benzene–Ar complex measured by resonance-enhanced twophoton ionization. Note the three weak vdW vibronic bands to the blue of
the Herzberg–Teller induced 610 origin which include the additional excitation of the vdW bending mode b and the vdW stretching mode s. Lower
trace: Rotationally resolved spectrum of the 610s 10 band. The J 8 5K 8 54, 1l
rotational line indicated by an arrow was selected for the recording of the
CIS spectrum shown in Fig. 5.

S

] 2 Re
] Q 6 ] Q bend

D

Q 6 Q bend ,

~1!

eq

containing the derivative of the electronic transition moment
Re with respect to Q 6 and Q bend . Here Q 6 is the n6 skeletal
normal coordinate, Q bend is the vdW bending normal coordinate, ‘‘eq’’ designates the equilibrium configuration. The
fourfold degenerate 2E 1 states are split into the vibrational
angular momentum components l 96 ,l 9b 5 (0, 6 1) and ~62,
61!, respectively.46 Only the @l 96 ,l 9b 5 (0, 1 1) and ~22,
21!# states are allowed in a parallel transition according to
the ~6l!-label selection rule. This is also valid for the allowed 62b 1 s 1 rovibrational states. Similarly, only transitions
to the l 96 ,l 9b 5 (0, 1 3), and ~22,23! rotational sublevels
in the the 62b 3 vibrational state are possible. The respective
Hönl–London factors are listed in Table I. With these selection rules in mind we are able to find an assignment of the
observed peaks in the CIS spectra presented below.
B. CIS spectra of high vdW vibrational quantum states
in the S 0 intermolecular potential

The recording of rotationally resolved ground state spectra in benzene–Ar with the CIS double resonance technique
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represents a characteristic feature of the coherent process.
The broad width of the deep ion dips is due to a saturation
and the special shape was explained using a density matrix
approach taking into account a spatial Gaussian intensity
profile as well as the orientational distribution of the molecules ~m-quantum number! in our recent work.30 In the displayed spectra, two weaker dips are seen resulting from
smaller Hönl–London factors ~Table I! of these transitions as
has been shown in the SEP49 and CIS25 spectra of bare benzene in our previous work. All dump transitions are schematically displayed in Fig. 6.
Up to now, only three vdW vibronic states have been
detected in the vdW vibronic S 1 ←S 0 spectrum of
benzene–Ar both from low ~vibrational!2 and high ~rotational! resolution experiments ~Fig. 4!.4,44 In Fig. 6, we demonstrate that we were able to detect a large number of vdW
vibrational quanta at high energy in the S 0 state with the CIS
method. This demonstrates the high sensitivity of the
method. Now we discuss the measured vdW rovibrational
spectra in detail.
1. 62 state
FIG. 5. Coherent ion dip ~CIS! spectra of the 62s 1 and 6 2 b 2 (l 9b 5 0) states
in benzene–Ar with the J 8 5K 8 54, 1l rotational levels of the 61s 1 and
6 1 b 2 (l 8b 5 0) vibronic levels used as upper intermediate state levels, respectively; relative transition strengths are given by the Hönl–London factors listed in Table I. The iodine spectra displayed on top were synchronously recorded for absolute frequency calibration.

requires a detailed understanding of the rotational structure
of the vibronic and vdW vibronic bands in the S 1 state of the
complex4,44 ~see Fig. 4! used as an upper intermediate state
for the CIS process. Rotational lines representing individual
rovibronic transitions must be selected in order to define the
initial state and the intermediate upper state in the effective
three-level system. The ~vdW! rovibronic line structure in
benzene–Ar is more condensed than in the 610 band of the
benzene monomer. For this reason, it is difficult to tune the
pump laser frequency to a specific identified rotational line
and keep the laser frequency fixed on top of the line during
the scan of the dump laser frequency. It was possible to
unambiguously select the relatively strong J 8 5K 8 54, DJ
5DK511 pump transitions in the 610 , 610s 10 , and 610b 20 vdW
vibronic bands of benzene–Ar as upper states of the lambdatype three-level system ~Fig. 1!.
In Fig. 5, two CIS spectra are shown resulting from a
scan of the dump laser frequency with the pump laser frequency fixed at resonance with the ~J 8 5K 8 54,1l) rotational states of the 61s 1 ~Fig. 4! and 6 1 b 2 (l 8b 5 0) vdW
vibronic states. The spectra were detected at intermolecular
energies ~relative to the position of the 62 , S 0 state! which
are close to the respective intermolecular energies of the corresponding vdW vibronic states in the S 1 electronic state. In
agreement with the rotational selection rules derived in Sec.
III A, four rotational dump transitions are found in each case
at the frequency positions listed in Table II. The strongest
dump transitions lead to dips with 95% depth ~Fig. 5!. This is
similar to the CIS spectra of the benzene monomer25 and

The 61←62 transition without additionally excited vdW
states was chosen as a starting point. The frequencies of the
rotational dump transitions in the CIS spectrum ~Fig. 5! can
be described by the energy formula for a symmetric top50
~Table I!. Since the difference between the rotational constants A 9v 2 A 90 and B 9v 2 B 90 is small compared to the
accuracy of the frequency scale in the experiment ~'300
MHz!, we use the constants A 90 and B 90 to calculate final state
positions in the electronic ground state.10 Using this approxi9 and the
mation, the effective Coriolis coupling constant z eff
rotationless origins G 0 of the 6 2 (l 96 50) and 6 2 (l 96 562!
states split by the vibrational–angular momentum are derived from the experimental frequency positions.
9 522z96521.15 ~Ref. 48! the two rotationless
With z eff
origins
G 0 (6 2 ,l 96 50)51215.93(3)
cm21
and
21
G 0 (6 2 ,l 96 562)51215.96(3)
cm
result, respectively.
2. 62b 1 state at 62132.8 cm21

The rotationally resolved CIS spectrum of this state has
been recorded starting from a selected rotational level in a S 1
vdW vibronic level which is located 31.164 cm21 to the blue
of the 61 state. The assignment as the 6 2 b 1 state results from
a comparison with different high and low resolution measurements: ~i! in pDFB–Ar we found experimental proof for
the assignment of the short in-plane bending mode with a
fundamental frequency of 34 cm21 in the S 1 state.16 From a
kinematic point of view, i.e., considering the vdW bending
mode as a librational motion,51,22 we concluded that the
short in-plane bending mode in pDFB–Ar has a frequency
which nearly equals that of the bending mode in benzene–Ar
since the former does not include a motion of the heavy
fluorine atoms. This is evidence for the assignment of the
vdW vibronic band at 31.164 cm21 in benzene–Ar ~see
above! as the 6 10 b 10 band. ~ii! In recent work the rotational
spectrum of this vdW vibronic band in benzene–Ar44 was
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TABLE II. Rovibrational assignments in the CIS spectra of benzene–Ar.

S1
61,
J 8 5K 8 54, l 86 5 2 1
61b 1
J 8 ,K 8 ,l 68 ,l b8
not determined
61s 1,
J 8 5K 8 54, l 86 5 2 1
61b 2,
J 8 5K 8 54, l 8b 5 2 1,
l b8 5 0
61s 1,
J 8 5K 8 54, l 86 5 2 1
6 1 s 1 ,J 8 5K 8 54,
l 86 5 2 1

S 0 :E/cm21
~exp.!

Vib.

J9

K9

9 /cm21
dn vdW

l 69 ,l b9

1216.89~3!
1217.21~3!
1217.60~3!
1219.62~3!

62

3
4
5
5

3
3
3
5

0
0
0
22

1249.68~3!
1249.79~3!
1250.09~3!
1251.18~3!
1251.51~3!

62b 1

-

-

-

1256.89~3!
1257.19~3!
1257.58~3!
1259.61~3!

62s 1

3
4
5
5

3
3
3
5

0
0
0
22

1282.30~3!
1282.61~3!
1282.98~3!
1285.05~3!

62b 2

3
4
5
5

3
3
3
5

0,0
0,0
0,0
22,0

65.39~3!

1294.03~3!
1294.33~3!
•••a
1296.75~3!

62s 2

3
4
5

3
3
5

0
0
22

77.11~3!

1312.93~3!
1315.69~3!

~62b 3!

~4
~5

4
4

0,13!
22,23!

or
6 b ,J 8 5K 8 54,
l 68 5 2 1,l b8 50

1312.92~3!
1315.68~3!

6 2s 1b 2

3
5

3
5

0,0
22,0

61s 1,

•••a
•••a
•••a
1336.79~3!

62s 3

5

5

22

1345.04~3!
1347.70~3!
1348.15~3!

62b 41
combination

61b 2,
J 8 5K 8 54, l 86 5 2 1,
l 8b 50
a

32.8b

39.99~30!

~95.62~3!!
or

1 2

J 8 5K 8 54, l 86 5 2 1

0

96.03~3!

117.17~3!

128.2b

Transition is too weak to be detected.
Difference between the frequencies of lowest energy rotational state and the lowest energy state in the 62 system.

b

explained assuming a parallel transition including Coriolis
interaction because of the degeneracy of the bending
modes.52 ~iii! From stimulated Raman spectroscopic measurements with lower ~vibrational! resolution, Maxton
et al.22 found a band at about 33.5 cm21 which they assigned
to the bending frequency. This value is in agreement with the
value of this work.
Since the rotational quantum number of the selected upper ~rovibronic! level in the 610b 10 band has not been identified
during the experiment, we cannot give a rotational assignment of the dips detected in the CIS experiment ~Table II!.
However, we can state that the intermolecular frequency
shift of the 62b 1 ground state, dn 9vdW :5G 0 (6 2 b 1 ,l 96
50)2G 0 (6 2 ,l 96 50)5G 0 (6 2 b 1 ,l 96 522)2G 0 (6 2 ,l 96 522)
is significantly higher ~dn 9vdW'32.8 cm21! than the analogous intermolecular frequency shift dn 8vdW of the S 1 ~61b 1!
state @ dn 8vdW531.164 cm21 ~Ref. 44!#.

3. 62s 1 state at 62139.99 cm21

The peak positions in the CIS spectrum ~Fig. 5! can be
analyzed following the discussion for the 62 state ~Tables I
and
II!.
The
vdW
vibronic
frequency
shift
dn 9vdW539.99(3) cm21 of the resulting rotationless origin
nearly equals the vdW vibronic shift in the S 1 ~61s 1! state
8 540.102 cm21 Ref. 44!#.
@dn vdW

4. 6 2 b 2 ( l 9b 5 0) state at 62165.39 cm21

The experimentally observed rotational structure of the
vibronic 610b 20 band was well simulated in our previous work
8 5 2 0.5734(2).44 Thus it is clear that this band
using z eff
represents the transition to the (l 8b 5 0) component of the
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FIG. 6. Scheme of vdW vibronic levels u2& in S 1 ~intermediate state! and
vdW vibrational levels u3& in S 0 ~lower state! investigated in this work.
Observed transitions are indicated by the solid lines connecting the upper
and lower scales. The intermolecular energy positions represent the experimentally determined values ~Table II!.

61b 2 state. The CIS spectrum ~Fig. 5! starting from the
6 1 b 2 (l b8 5 0) state is located at roughly the same frequency
as the 61→62 transitions. From this we conclude that
DvibvdW50, i.e., there is no change in the vdW vibrational
quantum number and we assign vibrational state detected in
the CIS spectrum as 6 2 b 2 (l b9 5 0). Here we additionally
used the Dl50 selection rule. The rotational assignment is
identical to that in the CIS spectrum of the 62 state ~Tables I
and II!. The resulting vdW vibrational frequency shift of the
9 5 65.39(3) cm21 is slightly but
rotationless origins dn vdW
significantly higher than the corresponding S 1 ~61b 2, l 8b
5 0! vdW vibronic shift ~dn 8vdW 5 62.882 cm21 @~Ref.
44!#.
5. 62s 2 state at 62177.11 cm21

Using the 61s 1 state as an upper state a vdW vibrational
9 5 77.11(3) cm21 was detected. As
ground state at dn vdW
mentioned above no state with comparable intermolecular
energy could be found in the S 1 state. The detection of more
than two rovibratoric dips in the vdW vibrational state under
discussion ~Table II! is proof of a perpendicular transition
~see Sec. III A and Table I!, i.e., the symmetry species of the
excited vdW vibrational state in the S 0 electronic state is A 1 .
Together with the observed frequency position of 77.11 cm21
to the blue of the 61→62 transition this is evidence for the
assignment as 62s 2 state ~Table II, Fig. 6!.
6. State at 62196 cm21

For dump transitions leading to intermolecular energies
of 96 cm21 starting either from the 61s 1 or the 6 1 b 2 (l 8b
5 0) states as upper intermediate states of the CIS process
~Fig. 6, Table II! only two ion dips could be detected.
Following the symmetry selection rules discussed in Sec.
III A this could be taken as an indication for a parallel dump
transition leading e.g. to the 62b 3 state which should be located in this energy region. In this case the dip at 1312.93~3!
cm21 would be assigned as a dump transition to the
~J 9 5K 9 54, l 96 5 0, l 9b 5 13! state, and the dip at
1315.69~3! cm21 to the ~J 955, K 954, l 96 5 22, l 9b
523! state, respectively. We found ion dips of comparable

FIG. 7. Excess energy of detected vdW states in S 0 of benzene–Ar as a
function of excited quanta of the vdW stretching modes ~,! and bending
modes ~s!. The solid line represents a quadratic fit to the experimental
points.

intensity. This contradicts the expected intensity ratio of 4 for
the two transitions expected from the strongly differing
Hönl–London factors ~Table I!. Another argument against
the assignment as a parallel transition originates from the
energy positions of the dips. From the energy formula of a
symmetric top with z 96 5 10.575 of bare benzene48 a
Coriolis coupling constant for the bending mode z 9b
510.130 results. This value is significantly different
from the value of z 8b 5 10.2117 resulting from the fit of
the rotationally resolved 610b 10 band of benzene–Ar.44,52 Both
the intensity and the energy assignment make the assignment
as a parallel transition unlikely.
It is more likely that the two ion dips result from a perpendicular transition. The missing four symmetry-allowed
rotational dump transitions are not detected because of their
weak Hönl–London factors ~Table I!. This conclusion is corroborated by the frequency difference of the two observed
peaks being the same as the analogous distance of the two
strongest dips in the CIS spectra of the transitions leading to
the 62 , 62s 1 , and 6 2 b 2 (l 9b 5 0) states ~Table II!. Assuming a
perpendicular transition, only combination states containing
totally symmetric vdW modes can be reached from the 61s 1
and 61b 2 states. This leads us to the tentative assignment of
the state at 96 m21 as the 6 2 s 1 b 2 (l 9b 5 0) state ~Table II!.

7. 62s 3 state at 621117.17 cm21

The observed single dip at a total vibrational energy of
1336.79~3! cm21 ~Table II! is assigned as the rotational transition with the largest Hönl–London factor of a weak perpendicular transition. The assignment to the 62s 3 state fits
best to the observed vdW vibrational frequency shift of
dn 9vdW 5 117.17(3) cm21 ~Fig. 6!.
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TABLE III. Experimental and theoretical intermolecular energies.

vdW vibration
b1
s1
b2(l b 50)
s2
b3
s1b2(l b 50)
s3
b4
a

Experimental,
S 1 statea/cm21

Experimental,
S 0 state/cm21

31.164
40.102
62.882
not observed
not observed
not observed
not observed
not observed

32.8
39.99~3!
65.39~3!
77.11~3!
not observed
96.03~3!
117.17~3!
128.2

Theoreticalb
S 0 state/cm21
30.17
41.03
64.39
79.35
90.5
•••
•••
•••

Taken from Ref. 44.
Taken from Ref. 31.

b

8. States at 621128 cm21

In this frequency range, three ion dips were detected
~Table II! but the frequency spacings are not consistent with
the pattern of rotational transitions to only one vdW vibrational state. We tentatively assume that the two lowest energy
ion dips represent the two strongest rotational dump transitions to the 6 2 b 4 (l 9b 5 0) state.
The intermolecular energies of all vdW vibrational levels
discussed above are summarized in Fig. 7 and displayed as a
function of their stretching and bending vdW vibrational
quantum numbers. The frequency positions seem to display a
harmonic behavior. However, we would like to stress that the
assignments to accurate vdW vibrational quantum numbers
are only valid for the low intermolecular energy states in a
linear approximation. For higher intermolecular energies
mixing of intermolecular bend and stretch motion has to be
taken into account as demonstrated recently by the analysis
of vibration–rotation coupling in the high energy vdW
modes of pDFB–Ar.17
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In Table III, the vdW vibrational frequency shifts of the
ground ~S 0! state obtained from coherent ion dip spectroscopy ~CIS! in this work are summarized and compared to the
vdW vibronic frequency shifts of the S 1 state derived in our
recent work from rotationally resolved REMPI spectra.44 In
addition, theoretical vdW vibrational frequencies from threedimensional ~3D! quantum mechanical calculations31 are
listed. It is clearly seen that S 0 and S 1 vdW vibrational frequencies do not differ very much. Nearly no change of the
fundamental vdW stretching frequency is detectable from
our experiment ~Table II, Fig. 6!. However, the fundamental
bending frequency in the S 0 state is higher than in the S 1
state by '1.5 cm21 or 4%. This difference may have two
different reasons: ~i! The different intramolecular vibrational
energies of the 61 and 62 states excited in combination with
the vdW mode or ~ii! differences in the intermolecular potential of the electronic ground and excited states. We exclude the former mechanism since the stretching frequency
was found to be unchanged ~see above!. At first sight, different vdW potentials with a somewhat stronger binding energy
in the S 1 state ~;21 cm21! should result in increasing intermolecular frequencies in the S 1 state. The observed decrease
of the vdW bending frequency upon electronic excitation and
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the nearly unchanged stretching frequency seem to be at
variance with this argumentation but this dependence can be
explained by a kinematic effect due to the increasing size of
the benzene ring and thus increasing moments of inertia of
the monomer upon electronic excitation. Considering the
vdW bending mode as a librational mode51,22 with a ~hindered! internal rotation of the monomer within the complex,
the decrease of the bending frequency upon electronic excitation becomes clear as has been shown in Ref. 21. Using the
classical
formula
for
the
bending
frequencies
nbend;~1/m1r 2 /I b ) 22 with the B rotational constants of benzene derived in our previous work43 ~I b is the in-plane moment of inertia of benzene, m the reduced mass, and r the
distance of the rare gas atom from the center of mass of
benzene! we obtain nbend~S 0!/nbend~S 1!51.025, i.e., a decrease of the bending frequency by '2.5% upon electronic
excitation. This is in reasonable agreement with the experimentally observed decrease of '4% ~see above!. The experimentally detected change of vdW vibrational frequencies
upon electronic excitation demonstrates that experimental results for the S 1 state cannot be directly compared with theoretical results from quantum mechanical bound state calculations performed for the S 0 state. Table III compares the new
experimental results for the S 0 state with theoretical results
for this state. It demonstrates agreement between theoretical
and experimental ~CIS! data at a satisfying level. The theoretical values are taken from a 3D quantum mechanical
calculation31 based on the Morse-fit to an ab initio
potential.54 The experimental data presented in this work
may be the basis for critical comparison with theoretical results leading to an improvement of the theoretical intermolecular potential.
In conclusion, we presented the rotationally resolved
spectrum of the vdW modes of ground state benzene-Ar up
to an intermolecular energy of 130 cm21. We have been able
to detect the corresponding weak bands using the new technique of coherent ion dip spectroscopy ~CIS!. Benzene–Ar is
particularly suitable for CIS experiments because the perpendicular rotational band structure of the vdW vibronic bands
with individual rotational lines allows one to select single
rotational transitions for the pump transition. This is inevitable for a CIS experiment which is based on the selection of
an effective three-level system. While in benzene–Ar only
three vdW vibronic bands have been detected up to 63 cm21
intermolecular energy in the S 1 ←S 0 spectrum,4,44 the high
sensitivity of the CIS method enabled us to detect more than
7 vdW vibrational states in the S 0 state of the benzene–Ar
complex up to 130 cm21 intermolecular energy; six of these
states have not been detected before.
An important future goal of CIS experiments is to determine the rotational constants of the ground state vdW levels.
For this various CIS spectra of each vdW vibrational state
using several different selected upper rovibronic levels have
to be measured. In this way, information about vibration–
rotation coupling will be obtained and directions and amplitudes of the intermolecular motions can be derived and compared with results from recent theoretical approaches.
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